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Our cat Oreo showed up at our door around 2003. Some unkind sole had dumped him on the
mountain and for some time he had been trying to survive. Apparently, he had gotten into a fight
with some other animal so that when he arrived at our door, he was in bad shape. Don was not a
cat person but, needless to say, Oreo was taken in, nursed back to health and quickly took over
command of the house including our
favorite chairs. Now, some 16 years later,
the cat is old, having a difficult time
getting about, and is in poor health.
Kathe Bachler wrote in her book Earth
Radiation, The Startling Discoveries of a
Dowser that cats are attracted areas of
negative energy. Other animals are
attracted to positive energy. in fact,
Bachler commented in her book that a
farmer had shown her a site in a barn
where a cow, a pig and some chickens had
died. Dowsing the barn, she found
negative energy at the site where they
died.
In early 2019, Oreo began experiencing some significant health issues. We observed that he
seemed to have a few favorite spots for sleeping both inside and out. As it became warmer and
more comfortable outside, he would insist on going out and would immediately go to the same
spot near the front of the house. There he would stay for hours. We would have to go out and pick
him up to bring him inside. As the weather became warmer, he began to choose a few other spots
on the deck or inside the house and could always be found in one of those location. Remembering
Bachler’s description of animals seeking out either negative or positive areas of energy, we began
to wonder about the possibility that there might be an energy associated with his selections of these
particular areas. His behavior certainly indicated that there had to be something associated with
the locations that was attracting him. We also wondered if his health conditions might be
increasing the attraction. Having read Kathe’s book, our assumption was there must be negative
energy at the places Oreo was laying down. A survey of the earth energy of the house was made.
This energy survey included what we would term regular energy lines and the Curry Grid energy.
The Curry Grid energy was first located by Dr. Curry, who was the Director, Medical Bioclimatic
Institute in Riederau, Germany. The Curry lines are found all over the earth surface spaced at 13
ft apart and on bearings of NW-SE and NE-SW. The width of these lines is around 2.5 feet. The
Google Earth image of our house shows the regular energy lines in white and the Curry lines in
orange. We are only showing some of the Curry lines to keep from cluttering the image. Almost
everywhere the energy lines cross to create a negative node is where Oreo prefers to lay down.
Some location nodes may be positive or partially positive but Oreo seeks these negative locations

out and lays there for hours. Obviously, there may be some healing effects or health benefits from
laying in the energy node location. It would be an interesting experiment to monitor his vitals while
he lay at one of these locations to see if there was a change in his health. Perhaps, this energy helps
his muscles and bones which we believe are becoming arthritic. Experiments have been done with
humans measuring changes in brain wave patterns when they sat in an upwelling, positive energy
site. Maybe for cats, it is just the opposite.
We had never
taken the time to
survey the energy
around our house
until we observed
the cat behavior.
Now we have a
better idea of
what energy is
around us on a
daily basis and
what areas to
avoid as negative
energy is harmful
to humans when
you spend too
much time at
those locations.

